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A graph Gn consists of n distinct vertices xu x2, •••, xn some pairs of which are joined by
an edge. We stipulate that at most one edge joins any two vertices and that no edge joins a
vertex to itself. If x, and Xj are joined by an edge, we denote this by writing xto Xj.

Consider a second graph HN, where n^ N. Following Rado [1], we say that a one-to-one
mapping/of the vertices of Gn into the vertices of HN defines an embedding if x{ o Xj implies
f(Xj) of(xj), and conversely, for all i,j = 1, 2, ..., n. If there exists an embedding of Gn into
HN , we denote this by writing Gn-<HN. The particular graph H N is said to be n-universal if
Gn -< HN for every graph Gn with n vertices.

For each positive integer n, let X(ri) denote the least integer N for which there exists an
n-universal graph HN . (It is clear that X{n) is finite, since the graph consisting of disjoint copies
of all the graphs with n vertices is n-universal.) The object in this note is to establish the
following inequalities:

2V2

if n is odd,

if n is even.

The first inequality is obtained by the following simple argument. There are at least
(")2 /«! different graphs Gn, since the labellings assigned to the vertices are immaterial to the

problem. Hence, if HN is n-universal,

since different graphs Gn must be mapped onto different subgraphs with n vertices of HN . The
lower bound for A(«) now follows immediately. Slight improvements may be obtained by
using better estimates for the number of different graphs Gn.

To obtain an upper bound for X(n) we proceed as follows. Let Tn be any oriented
complete graph with n vertices yY,y2 ,....ytt • Write yt-*yj if the edge joining yt and yj is
oriented from yt to yj {i¥=j). Let Y{ = {yj: y} -> ^ , } . Construct a graph H whose vertices
zlt A are in one-to-one correspondence with the ordered pairs (i, A), where Ac Y,. If A a Y(,
B c Yj and yt -* yj, then let z(> A o zjt B in H if and only if yt e B.

We now show that H is n-universal. If Gn has vertices xt ,x2,..., xn, we may set
f(xi) = zu A ( i ) , where A(i) = {y}: y} -*y, and Xj o x j . Then / i s an embedding of Gn into H,
since, if y{ -* yj, we have

f(x,)of(Xj) o Zt.JHQozi.AU) ** yisA(J) "* *,oxj
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Therefore

A (n) ^ (number of vertices of H) = 2" r ' l+2 | 1 ' 2 1 + ... + 2 | I H

To minimise this sum, let Tn be the oriented complete graph in which yt -> ys if and only if
0 <j—i^ [in], where the subtraction is modulo n or « + l according as n is odd or even.
For this choice of Tn it is not difficult to see that

l ^ | = ... = | y j = i ( n - l ) , if n is odd,

\Yi\ = ... = \Yin\ = in, | Yin+1 | = ... = | Yn |, if n is even.

Hence

A M g / i ^ * " - 1 ) , if n is odd,

X{n) g i» . 2*"+in . 2*("-2) = - ^ - n . 2*<"-1>, if « is even.

This completes the proof of the above inequalities.
I am indebted to the referee for suggestions leading to a substantial improvement in the

upper bound for A(«).
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